Chicago Area Political and Social Behavior Workshop

Participant List (Please use the following to identify faculty and student matches for lunch.)

Abhari, Rod
Graduate Student, Media, Technology, and Society
Northwestern University
abhari@u.northwestern.edu

Alpay, Ekin
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
jalpay2@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Michael Neblo

Althaus, Scott
Merriam Professor, Cline Center for Advanced Social Research
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
salthaus@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Suji Kang

Bail, Kristin
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
bail2@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Erin Rossiter

Bankston, Levi
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Wisconsin–Madison
lbankston@wisc.edu
Lunch Match: Geoff Layman

Bayes, Robin
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
robin.bayes@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Erin Rossiter

Bennett, Kalin
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Notre Dame
kbenne22@nd.edu
Lunch Match: Cara Wong

Berinsky, Adam
Mitsui Professor of Political Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
berinsky@mit.edu
Lunch Match: Kevin Choi, Arne Holverscheid, and Zachary Jablow

Berryman, Kelsey
Graduate Student, Applied Social Psychology
Loyola University Chicago
kberryman@luc.edu
Lunch Match: Hannah Hamilton

Bonilla, Tabitha
Assistant Professor of Human Development & Social Policy and IPR
Northwestern University
tabitha.bonilla@northwestern.edu

Bowers, Jake
Associate Professor of Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
jwbowers@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Pilar Manzi

Brock, Liliana
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
lcbrock@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Susan Stokes

Burch, Traci
Associate Professor of Political Science
Northwestern University
T-burch@northwestern.edu
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Burden, Barry  
Professor of Political Science  
University of Wisconsin–Madison  
bcburden@wisc.edu  
Lunch Match: Jennifer Lin, Caroline Pippert, and Emma Schroeder

Campbell, David  
Packey J. Dee Professor of Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
dave_campbell@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Sara Saltzer

Castañeda Dower, Sonja  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Chicago  
Sonjacastaneda@uchicago.edu  
Lunch Match: Cara Wong

Choi, Kevin  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
seongwonkc@gmail.com  
Lunch Match: Adam Berinsky

Cook, Zachary  
Assistant Professor of Politics  
Lake Forest College  
zcook@lakeforest.edu  
Lunch Match: Monique Newton

d'Urso, Amanda Sahar  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
asdurso@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Cara Wong

Druckman, James  
Organizer, Payson S. Wild Professor of Political Science, and IPR Fellow  
Northwestern University  
druckman@northwestern.edu

Edgerly, Stephanie  
Associate Professor of Journalism and IPR  
Northwestern University  
stephanie.edgerly@northwestern.edu

Lunch Match: Abigail Hemmen, Abigail Schwartz, and Jeffrey Walsh

Esplin, Jess  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Wisconsin–Madison  
jesplin@wisc.edu  
Lunch Match: Alexander Furnas

Filindra, Alexandra  
Associate Professor of Political Science  
University of Illinois at Chicago  
aleka@uic.edu  
Lunch Match: Kumar Ramanathan

Furnas, Alexander  
Research Assistant Professor and IPR  
Northwestern University  
alexander.furnas@kellogg.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Jess Esplin

Garcia, Luzmarina  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
lgarcia8@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Reuel Rogers

Hamilton, Hannah  
Postdoctoral Researcher, Public Health Sciences  
UConn School of Medicine  
hannah.r.hamilton.10@gmail.com  
Lunch Match: Kelsey Berryman

Hemmen, Abigail  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
ahemmen@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Stephanie Edgerly and Beata Woźniak-Jęchorek

Holohan, Josie  
Graduate Student, Psychology  
Northwestern University  
JosieHolohan2026@u.northwestern.edu
Holverscheid, Arne  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
arne.holverscheid@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Adam Berinsky

Jablow, Zachary  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
zjablow2@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Adam Berinsky

Jing, Peitong  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
pijing@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Avital Livny

Kamenchuk, Olga  
Associate Research Professor and IPR  
Northwestern University  
olga.kamenchuk@northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Sanghoon Kim–Leffingwell

Kang, Suji  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
sujikang2023@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Scott Althaus

Kao, Jay  
Assistant Professor of Political Science  
Loyola University Chicago  
jkao1@luc.edu  
Lunch Match: Shuyuan Shen

Khan, Aleena  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
aleenak2@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Elyse Ruppert

Kim–Leffingwell, Sanghoon  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
sk12@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Matthew Shapiro and Olga Kamenchuk

Kirk, James  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
jkirk6@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Matt Nelsen

Ksiazkiewicz, Aleksander  
Associate Professor of Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
aleksks@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Jeremy Levy

Layman, Geoff  
Professor and Department Chair of Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
grayman@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Levi Bankston

Levy, Jeremy  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
jeremylevy2023@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Aleksander Ksiazkiewicz

Lin, Jennifer  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
jenniferlin2025@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Scott Althaus

Livny, Avital  
Assistant Professor of Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
alivny@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Peitong Jing

Lokmanoglu, Ayse  
Postdoctoral Researcher, Communication  
Northwestern University  
ayse.lokmanoglu@northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Isabella Rose Raynal
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Manning, Andrea
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Chicago
amanni4@uic.edu

Manzi, Pilar
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
pilar.manzi@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Jake Bowers

Martinez, Matias
Graduate Student, Human Development & Social Policy
Northwestern University
matiasmartinez2024@u.northwestern.edu

Maxey, Sarah
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Loyola University Chicago
smaxey@luc.edu
Lunch Match: Andres Schelp

McDevitt, Justin
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Notre Dame
jmcdevit@nd.edu

Melles, Eden
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
EdenMelles2026@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Matt Nelsen

Milendorf, Jacob
Undergraduate Student
Northwestern University
jacobmilendorf2024@u.northwestern.edu

Moaz, Salma
Graduate Student, Psychology
Loyola University Chicago
smoaz@luc.edu

Montes Diaz, Ivonne
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
ivonne.montesd@gmail.com
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Lunch Match: Andrew Thompson

Moreira, Jair
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
jairam2@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Andrew Thompson

Mortenson, Chloe
Graduate Student, School of Communication
Northwestern University
chloemortenson2026@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Susan Stokes

Neblo, Michael
Professor of Political Science
Ohio State University
Neblo.1@osu.edu
Lunch Match: Ekin Alpay

Nelsen, Matt
Postdoctoral Researcher, Political Science and GenForward Survey
University of Chicago
Nelsen1089@gmail.com
Lunch Match: Eden Melles and James Kirk

Newton, Monique
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
mnewton@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Zachary Cook

Nisbet, Erik
Owen L. Coon Endowed Professor of Policy Analysis & Communication and IPR
Northwestern University
erik.nisbet@northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Ruben Rodriguez and Ellie Yang

Novak-Herzog, Maya
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
Mayanovak-herzog2024@u.northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Amber Wichowsky
Osteen, Chad  
Graduate Student, Psychology  
Loyola University Chicago  
costeen@luc.edu

Pippert, Caroline  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
carolinepippert2025@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Barry Burden and Rachel Porter

Pollert, Isaac  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Chicago  
ipolle2@uic.edu

Porter, Rachel  
Assistant Professor of Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
rachel.porter@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Jennifer Lin, Caroline Pippert, and Emma Schroeder

Ramanathan, Kumar  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
kumar.ramanathan@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Alexandra Filindra

Raynal, Isabella  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign  
raynal2@illinois.edu  
Lunch Match: Ayse Lokmanoglu

Rodriguez Barron, Ruben  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Chicago  
rrodriguezbarron@uchicago.edu  
Lunch Match: Erik Nisbet

Rogers, Reuel  
Associate Professor of Political Science  
Northwestern University  
r-rogers@northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Luzmarina Garcia

Rossiter, Erin  
Assistant Professor of Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
erossite@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Robin Bayes and Kristin Bail

Ruppert, Elyse  
Business Development Analyst, AmeriSpeak  
NORC at the University of Chicago  
ruppert-elyse@norc.org  
Lunch Match: Aleena Khan

Saab, Andrew  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
AndrewSaab2025@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Susan Stokes

Salovich, Nikita  
Graduate Student, Psychology  
Northwestern University  
salovich@u.northwestern.edu

Saltzer, Sara  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Chicago  
sarasaltzer@uchicago.edu  
Lunch Match: David Campbell

Saucier, Camille  
Graduate Student, Communication  
Northwestern University  
camillesaucier2024@u.northwestern.edu

Schelp, Andrés  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
Northwestern University  
schelp@u.northwestern.edu  
Lunch Match: Sarah Maxey

Schroeder, Emma  
Graduate Student, Political Science  
University of Notre Dame  
eschroed@nd.edu  
Lunch Match: Barry Burden and Rachel Porter
Schwartz, Abigail
Political Psych with Abby
apg.schwartz@gmail.com
Lunch Match: Stephanie Edgerly and Beata Woźniak-Jęchorek

Shapiro, Matthew
Professor of Political Science
Illinois Institute of Technology
shapiro@iit.edu
Lunch Match: Sanghoon Kim-Leffingwell

Shen, Shuyuan
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
shuyuan8@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Jay Kao

Soleil, Asura Louise
Graduate Student, Applied Social Psychology
Loyola University Chicago
asura.soleil@gmail.com

Stokes, Susan
Tiffany and Margaret Blake Distinguished Service Professor of Political Science
University of Chicago
sstokes@uchicago.edu
Lunch Match: Liliana Brock, Chloe Mortenson, Andrew Saab, and Ikromjon Tuhtasunov

Teeny, Jacob
Assistant Professor of Marketing, Kellogg School of Management
Northwestern University
jacob.teeny@kellogg.northwestern.edu

Thompson, Andrew
Assistant Professor of Political Science
George Washington University
Ait@gwu.edu
Lunch Match: Ivonne Montes Diaz and Jair Moreira

Tuhtasunov, Ikromjon
Graduate Student, Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
tuhtasu2@illinois.edu

Lunch Match: Susan Stokes

Villa Turek, Esteban
Graduate Student, Communication Studies
Northwestern University
Villaturek@u.northwestern.edu

Walsh, Jeffrey
Graduate Student, Politics and Government
Illinois State University
jwwals2@ilstu.edu
Lunch Match: Stephanie Edgerly and Beata Woźniak-Jęchorek

Weylandt, Maximilian
Graduate Student, Political Science
Northwestern University
mweylandt@u.northwestern.edu

Wichowsky, Amber
Associate Professor of Political Science
Marquette University
amber.wichowsky@marquette.edu
Lunch Match: Maya Novak-Herzog and Spencer Lindsay

Withall, Mandy
Graduate Student, Psychology
Northwestern University
AmandaWithall2026@u.northwestern.edu

Wong, Cara
Associate Professor of Political Science
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
carawong@illinois.edu
Lunch Match: Kalin (McKenzie) Bennett, Sonja Castañeda Dower, and Amanda Sahar d’Urso

Woźniak-Jęchorek, Beata
Visiting Faculty, Economics
Poznań University of Economics and Business and Northwestern University
beata.wozniak-jechorek@northwestern.edu
Lunch Match: Abigail Hemmen, Abigail Schwartz, and Jeffrey Walsh
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**Yang, Ellie**  
Graduate Student, School of Journalism and Mass Communication  
University of Wisconsin–Madison  
fyang99@wisc.edu  
**Lunch Match: Erik Nisbet**

**Yustisia, Whinda**  
Graduate Student, Psychology  
Loyola University Chicago  
wystisia@luc.edu